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Abstract

Human users need trusted computers when they want to generate digital signatures. In

many applications, in particular if the users are mobile, they need to carry their trusted com-

puters with themselves. Smart cards are easy to use, easy to carry, and relatively difficult to

tamper with, but they do not have a user interface, therefore, the user still needs a terminal

for authorizing the card to produce digital signatures. If the terminal is malicious, it can

mislead the user and obtain a digital signature on an arbitrary document. In order to mitigate

this problem, we propose a solution based on conditional signatures. More specifically, we

propose a framework for the controlled revocation of unintended digital signatures. We also

propose a solution with a special emphasis on privacy issues.

Keywords: electronic commerce, security, authorization,privacy

1 Introduction

We consider electronic commerce applications, where a mobile user – a sole human being –

wishes to make business with a partner. When using cryptographic protocols, the user needs a

terminal (e.g., a PC), which stores cryptographic keys and performs cryptographic computations
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on behalf of her. In addition, the terminal needs to be trusted by the user for behaving as expected,

and for not compromising the security of the user (e.g., by leaking her keys). Unfortunately, most

terminals cannot be called ’trusted’. Either because the party operating the terminal is not trusted

by the user, or the user cannot be convinced that the terminaldoes not have hidden features. To

prevent attacks from the terminal, smart cards are used as security measures. Although smart

cards are useful for protecting cryptographic keys, they cannot verify that the message they sign

was not altered by a malicious terminal, since they do not have a user interface. [1] Cryptoboxes,

hardware security modules and other devices that lack a userinterface are not better than smart

cards against untrusted terminals: The user still needs a user interface (which is possibly mali-

cious) to interact with these devices. Secure and tamper resistant devices manufactured with a

user interface could yield a solution if they are manufactured by a trusted party. However, in

these cases the user must be able to differentiate between "real" devices that are manufactured by

a trusted party and between "fake" ones that are manufactured by the attacker. The protocol of

Asokan et al. [2] offers a solution for such differentiation, but it is insecure against the terminal

in the middle attack (or grandmaster chess attack) where themalicious terminal hijacks the user

interface of a trusted terminal. (see the [2] or Annex A5 of CEN CWA 14890-1 for the descrip-

tion of this attack) Other solutions (like holograms on secure devices) could also provide but a

limited level of protection. The ultimate solution would bea personal tamper resistant device

manufactured by a trusted manufacturer that has a user interface and is small enough so the user

can carry it with her. According to Rivest [3], such a device is unlikely to become feasible in the

near future. He argues that user-friendly interfaces that can be customized to suit the needs of

many users are unlikely to be secure. (Mobile phones and PDAsthat allow the downloading of

third party applications are good examples for this.) Therefore, he suggests, that digital signa-

tures should not be considered non-repudiable proofs, but simply plausible evidence. Thus users

should be given well-defined possibilities for repudiatingsuch signatures.

In our paper follow this paradigm, and we propose a solution to the problem of untrusted ter-
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minals, our solution is based on a new concept calledconditional signature. In our model digital

signatures are not considered non-repudiable proofs, at least until a short deadline. Preliminary

results related to this approach have been published in [4] and [5].

2 Related work

The problem of using untrusted terminals was addressed by Abadi et al. [6] first, by analyzing

the dangers of delegation of rights to a terminal. They show that this problem could be solved

with a super smart card (that has peripherals to communicate directly with the user), and also

show secure protocols for such a device. The solution of Clarke et al. [7] uses a futuristic super

smart card that is monitoring the screen of the terminal witha digital camera. In contrast to

solutions based on super-smart cards, the one presented in this paper does not require the card to

have any special peripheral, but can be implemented using smart cards that exist today.

Some authors have attempted to provide solutions forrealistic smart cards. In the protocol

proposed by Stabell-Kulo et al. [8] the user protects her message with a one-time-pad and a

monoalphabetic substitution. We also proposed a solution where the user protects her message

with a combination of biometric and algorithmic means untilit is signed by her smart card [9].

The solution presented in this paper does not require the user to perform any computations.

The most straightforward way a user can protect her privacy is refusing to provide informa-

tion that can be linked with her. However, a non-repudiable,digitally signed message is – by

definition – linkable with the user. In this paper we address the problem of sending such mes-

sages from an untrusted terminal while allowing the user to retain some privacy with respect to

third parties. Papers discussing the possibilities of users with limited resources in a malicious

environment rarely address privacy issues simultaneously. However, we found that anonymous

payment systems address a very similar privacy-problem to ours. These systems need a trusted

party, usually called the bank, to issue coins, to detect double spending, to handle accounts, etc.,

but users would like their transactions to be untraceable bythis trusted party. The foundations
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of some famous anonymous payment systems are introduced in [10], [11] and [12]. The trusted

third party in this paper is in a position very similar to thatof a bank in the above papers, so we

borrow ideas from anonymous payment systems to provide privacy protection for the users. We

also rely on the existence of anonymous communication channels. (see e.g. [10] or [13]).

3 Model

We consider a system where there are mobile human users who want to generate digital signa-

tures at untrusted terminals.User U has limited memory and computational power. For this

reason, the private key ofU is stored on and the signatures are generated by smart cardC in

possession of userU .

Essentially,smart card C is a trusted personal microcomputer without direct interfaces to-

wardsU . C is connected to the terminal in front ofU , and all messages betweenC andU must

pass through the untrusted terminal. We assume that smart card C is manufactured by a trusted

manufacturer and hence, it functions correctly. In particular, C does not try to leak the private

key of U or to use the private key without authorization. We also assume that smart cardC is

able to perform cryptographic operations, like encryptionor digital signature, to generate good

quality pseudo-random numbers, and to store a few thousand bytes of data.

Figure 1: The entities in our model and the channels between them
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We assume thatuntrusted terminal T in front of U is fully under the control of an attacker,

who may have installed all kinds of malicious software on theterminal beforeU started to use

it. This means that the attacker is able to steal and abuse anyPIN code1 typed in byU on the

keyboard of the terminal, to send fake messages toU through the display of the terminal, and to

modify messages thatU sends toC for signing before passing them on toC. Thus, the attacker

can obtain a signature from the smart card for an arbitrary message. In many applications, userU

has to rely on untrusted terminalT in order to access a particular service. However, we assume

that from time to time,U has access toC from a trusted terminal too. Such a trusted terminal

could be a terminal operated by a trusted organization and believed to be tamper resistant (e.g.,

an ATM machine). Of course, in order to use a terminal for thispurpose, it must be properly

authenticated first.

We denote byM the intended recipient of the digital signature generated byC. M could be

a service provider, a merchant, another user, etc.

TTP is a trusted third party in the system that bothU andM trust. In Section 4 userU

considersTTP to be completely trusted, but in Section 5 userU would like to retain her privacy

with respect toTTP . This means thatU trustsTTP only for the revocation of unintended

signatures, but she would like to preventTTP from knowing, which partners she does business

with. TTP follows the given protocols, and does not try to cheat by breaking into the terminal

or by intercepting messages for other parties. Neither doesTTP collaborate withT or M to

discover the identity of the user.

The entities of the model and their interconnections are illustrated in Figure 1.

4 A solution based on conditional signatures

In order to detect attacks, we propose a framework that allows mobile users to sign messages

on untrusted terminals with the help of their smart cards, review the signatures later in a trusted

1Although PIN codes are useful against e.g. card theft, they provide little protection against the threat of untrusted
terminals, so their use is not discussed further in this paper.
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environment, and revoke fake ones. This is made possible by using conditional signatures.

Conditional signatures were introduced by Lee and Kim [14],who used this concept for solv-

ing fair exchange problems without expensive cryptographic primitives like verifiable escrow. A

conditional signature ofU on a messagem is U ’s ordinary signaturesigU(m, c) on m and a

description of a conditionc. If sigU(m, c) is correct and conditionc is true, thensigU(m, c) is

considered to be equivalent withsigU(m), U ’s ordinary digital signature onm. However, ifc is

false, thenU is not responsible form. Intuitively, U ’s conditional signature isU ’s commitment:

’I signed m, but if c is not true, then my signature on m is not valid.’

Since it is not possible to prevent the terminal from obtaining a signature from the card on

an arbitrarily chosen document, we propose thatC generates a conditional signature such that it

is guaranteed that the condition cannot become true before acertain amount of time has passed.

This leaves time for the user to move to a trusted terminal forchecking the signatures generated

by the card, and for enforcing that the conditions of the fakesignatures can never become true.

The conditional signature finalizes the user’s offer towards recipientM . NeitherU , norM

can modify the signed offer anymore, but both of them can withdraw from it (e.g. if an attacker

had modified the offer before it was signed).M may choose to reject the offer and not to provide

any service to the user. The user may invalidate the offer andclaim the she did not intend to

sign that particular document. However, if the user does notrevoke the signature until a certain

deadline (contained in the condition), then she cannot do anything about the validity of her

signature anymore. If she revokes an intended signature,M can use the revoked signature as

plausible evidence for proving that the user initiated a transaction. Still, the user may question

this evidence, so one revoked signature may not be enough forbringing a user to court, but if a

user revokes too many signatures at too many partners, either she can be blacklisted or a court

may consider the evidence to be sufficient. Conditional signatures should be used in systems

where a particular service can be accessed only via terminals not trusted by the user, and a user

is likely to take part in many transactions, and transactions have rather a small value so it is not
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worth for the user to spoil her reputation by revoking a single intended signature.

Our framework follows the philosophy of existing credit based payment systems. Within

this paper we are proposing neither a new payment system, normeans for a merchant to collect

payments. We propose a solution for protecting mobile user from malicious terminals.

These thoughts lead to the following generic protocol. Notethat steps 1-4 below happen at an

untrusted terminal, steps 5 and 6 are performed using a trusted terminal and via secure channels.

Protocol 1 (the generic protocol).

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : c, sigU(m, c)

The card logsm in its internal memory2, computes the conditional signaturesig
U
(m, c) of

U on m, wherec is a condition that includes (among other things) deadlinet, and outputs

(c, sigU(m, c)) to the terminal. The intention is that the signaturesigU(m, c) will not be valid

beforet; in addition, it will become valid aftert if and only if the other conditions inc hold.

Step 4: T → M : (m, c, sig
U
(m, c))

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c

Later, but before the deadlinet, U reviews the list of messages logged byC at a trusted terminal.

Step 6: For each messagem the user intended to sign, she ensures that the conditionc becomes

true; for the rest of the messages,U ensures that the condition becomes false. This might involve

additional steps and further communication withM or TTP . (See Protocol 2 for an example.)

In order to verify a conditional signature, the verifier needs to check if the digital signature

sigU(m, c) of the card is correct and conditionc is true.

There are two possibilities for determining the value of condition c. One possibility is that

conditionc becomes true unless the user revokes her signature (defaultaccept). The other possi-

2In order to make the presentation easier, we assume that the card can log the entire message. In [4] we show
that it is enough for the card to receive the hash of the message, and the message itself can be logged by an external
log server that needs to be trusted only by the user.
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bility is that the condition becomes false unless the user confirms her signature (default deny). In

[4] we show an example for both approaches. Protocols following the latter approach are simple,

but they require userU to explicitly confirm each signature; this means thatM cannot do busi-

ness with users who forget to confirm their signatures. Protocols supporting the default accept

approach seem more practical, but in these protocols the conditional signature is in the hands of

the untrusted terminal (or in the hands of recipientM) after Step 3, and it becomes valid after a

certain deadline automatically, unless the user revokes it. If the user has to revoke the signature,

then she would like that the revocation becomes known to all parties in the system. The party

responsible for publishing the revocation should be trusted both by the user (e.g. for the correct

handling of the revocations and for making them available toeveryone) and by recipientM (e.g.

for refusing to accept late revocations). Therefore, it seems that practical protocols require the

help of a trusted third party (TTP).

Below, we propose a specific example where the interpretation of conditionc is the following:

"My signature on the above message is valid if and only if deadline t has passed and TTP

countersigned it." Whenever userU leaves a trusted terminal she sets deadlinet on her card to

a point of time when she is likely to be using a trusted terminal again.

Protocol 2 (the condition is a simple deadline).

U signs messagem at an untrusted terminal:

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : t, TTP, sigU(m, t, TTP )

Step 4: T → M : m, t, TTP, sigU(m, t, TTP )

U reviews signed messages at a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, t, TTP

Step 6: If U did not intend to sign messagem and deadlinet has not passed, then:

U → TTP : ’I revoke my signature sigU(m, t, TTP ).’
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Otherwise,U does not need to act.

Step 7: M → TTP : t, TTP, sig
U
(m, t, TTP )

Step 8: If U did not revoke the signature atTTP beforet, then:

TTP → M : sig
TTP

(sigU(m, t, TTP ))

In order to verify the conditional signature, the verifier needs to check if the digital signatures

sigU(m, t, TTP ) andsig
TTP

(sigU(m, t, TTP )) are correct.

5 A solution to protect the user’s privacy

While userU may trustTTP for signature revocation, perhaps she does not wantTTP to know,

where, when and what messages she wanted to sign. Therefore,we enhance our former protocol

for signature revocation to allowU to retain her privacy with respect toTTP . We reckon that if

the protocol preventedTTP from linking the user with recipientM , more organizations would

qualify to be aTTP .

During a protocol run, userU would like to preventTTP from obtaining any information that

can differentiate her from other users. In particular, she would like to hideidU (her user name

or identifier), and messagem. Moreover, she would also like to preventTTP from obtaining

any information that can be linked with these too. It is clearthat userU does not want to protect

this information againstM , because she intends to send messagem to recipientM . She cannot

hidem from T either, because she types the message using the keyboard of the terminal. If there

aren users who rely onTTP for signature revocation (and e.g. subscribe to this service),TTP

has at least a1
n

chance of selecting the particular user who took part in the protocol. Therefore,

our aim is to develop protocols, whereTTP can suspect each user with probability close to1

n
.

Intuitively, this means thatTTP ’s probability distribution of any user sending the messageis

uniform, and hence, no user is more likely to be the sender than any other. [15].

Our next protocol follows the generic concepts of Protocol 1but also protects the privacy of

the user. The first deviation appears in Step 3, when the smartcard outputs two cryptograms.
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One of them is the conditional signature encrypted with a random symmetric keyk, and the

other one is encrypted with the public key ofTTP and contains conditionc along with a random

revocation tokenr and keyk. This protocol follows the spirit of bit commitment protocols:

userU commits herself to her signature toM , and reveals her signature ifc is true, i.e. if the

signature is not revoked before deadlinet. Unlike in the protocol described in Section 4, terminal

T is unable to verify the signature in this step. Thus, we need to refine our assumptions about the

smart card: Henceforth, smart cardC is assumed to be trustworthy and tamper-resistant3, soall

other parties (U andM andTTP ) consider C a trusted party. Thus, in Step 3 terminalT knows

that cardC follows the protocol, and is not sending garbage. The cryptogramETTP(r, k, c)

that the smart card outputs in Step 3 is forwarded toM in Step 4 and later toTTP in Step 7.

The user receives revocation tokenr from the card via a trusted terminal, and may repudiate

her signature by submittingr to TTP in Step 6 via ananonymous channel. We assume that

such an anonymous channel exists.TTP decrypts the cryptogram that was sent byM in Step 7,

and enforces conditionc to become true (in Step 8) unless the revocation tokenr inside the

cryptogram was submitted before. Based onr, TTP is unable to linkU with M . (Note that the

identity of M is not hidden fromTTP .) While TTP needs to store revocation tokenr, it may

not be necessary to store it forever. This problem could be solved e.g. by introducing a lapse

time, soTTP could refuse to validate very ancient conditional signatures. In this case, condition

c is the following string: "My signature on the above message is not valid before deadline t."

The protocol looks as follows:

Protocol 3 (protecting the user’s privacy).

Step 1: U → T : m

3Tamper-resistance means, it is impossible to alter its behavior, reverse engineer it or extract information from
it. Smart cards are considered to be tamper-resistant in commercial applications only, so well-funded attackers with
a state-of-the-art semiconductor laboratory might be ableto penetrate their defenses. Sometimes, experts figure out
low cost attacks [16] that do allow less funded (but highly skilled) adversaries to mount certain attacks on smart
cards. However, until now, literature was able to propose countermeasures against most low-cost attacks (e.g. [17],
[18]). Thus we consider the tamper-resistance of smart cards a justified assumption.
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Step 2: T → C: m

C generates random symmetric keyk and revocation tokenr.

Step 3: C → T : c, Ek[sigU
(m)], ETTP(r, k, c)

Step 4: T → M : m, c, Ek[sigU(m)], ETTP(r, k, c)

Later, at a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c, r

If userU would like to repudiate the signature on messagem then

Step 6: U → TTP : r (via an anonymous channel)

After deadlinet:

Step 7: M → TTP : ETTP (r, k, c)

If deadlinet has passed, andr was not submitted toTTP , then:

Step 8: TTP → M : k

Step 9: M decryptsEk[sigU(m)] usingk and obtainssigU(m).

One important merit of this protocol that a third party needsto havem andsigU(m) only in

order to verify the conditional signature ofU . Since, this conditional signature is not different

from a regular one, its verification requires the same procedure too. The other important merit of

Protocol 3 is thatthe user is able to retain a provable degree of privacy with respect to TTP .

Assume that userU comes from a large communityU of users, the so-called anonymity set.

She would like to conceal her identityidU ∈ U from TTP , so userU would like to prevent

TTP from finding out which user in this community sent a particular message.TTP does

not have any a priori knowledge on which user is sending a message, so the distribution of

random variableidU is uniform in the eyes ofTTP . If userU sends revocation tokenr directly

to TTP via an anonymous channel (in Step 6),TTP may obtain additionalanonchU ∈ U

information on the identity ofU . Random variableanonchU can be viewed as a decision of

TTP regarding the identity of userU . This decision is made based on various fragments of

informationTTP can collect from the network protocols that constitute the anonymous channel
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used. Asr is generated independent fromidU , random variablesanonchU andr are independent.

If the anonymous channel is perfect, the distribution of random variableanonchU (i.e. the sender

anonymity probability distribution) is uniform. The paradigm of using the distribution (and the

entropy) of a random variable (that expresses the attacker’s knowledge on the identity of the user)

for measuring the user’s anonymity in a system was introduced by Serjantov and Danezis [15]

who also showed examples for calculating the distribution of anonchU in some specific systems.

Let’s consider the datablocks that appear during a protocolrun. Messagem is a random

variable that may contain information linkable withidU We assume,TTP perceives that mes-

sages have a uniform distribution. Conditionc consists of a fixed string constant and a deadlinet,

which is not a random variable but a constant in the eyes ofTTP , so conditionc cannot be linked

with idU . Datablocksr andk are one-time random numbers of uniform distribution. Digital sig-

naturesig
U
(m) is a possibly randomized transformation ofm. Using the public key of a certain

user, it is possible to check if a signature was calculated bythat particular user. Thus,sigU(m)

can be linked withidU . We assume that without having the corresponding secret keyk, it is not

possible to link datablockEk[sigU
(m)] with the identity ofU , so we assume, the distribution of

Ek[sigU
(m)] is uniform in the eyes ofTTP . As neither datablocksr, k andc nor the private key

of TTP can be linked withU , datablockETTP(r, k, c) cannot be linked with the user.

Let H(X) denote the entropy of random variableX and letI(X, Y ) denote the mutual infor-

mation between random variablesX andY . By σ we denote the set of datablocksTTP receives

during a protocol run, and byω we denote the set of datablocks userU needs to conceal with

respect toTTP . In our case:

ω = (idU , m, sigU(m))

Theorem 1. In Protocol 3 U to retains the following degree of privacy with respect to TTP:

(a) If all parties behave honestly, user U has unconditional privacy. Formally: I(σa; ω) = 0,

where σa = (r, k, c).

(b) If user U decides to revoke the signature, she has the degree of privacy provided by the anony-
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mous channel. Formally: I(σb; ω) = I(anonchU ; ω), where σb = (σa, anonchU).

Proof:

(a) If all parties behave honestly, Step 6 of the protocol is not executed, so the only messageTTP

receives isETTP (r, k, c) in Step 7. Based on this message,TTP can compute(r, k, c). Thus,

σa = (r, k, c), soI(σa, ω) = 0, becauseσa andω are generated independently.

(b) If Step 6 is executed,TTP receivesr via the anonymous channel.TTP already knowsr, so

σb = (σa, anonchU).

I(σb; ω) = I(σa, anonchU ; ω) = H(ω) − H(ω|σa, anonchU)

SinceI(σa; ω, anonchU) = 0,

H(ω) − H(ω|σa, anonchU ) = H(ω) − H(ω|anonchU) = I(anonchU ; ω). �

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a framework for the protection of mobile users from untrusted ter-

minals. Our framework allows the user to generate conditional digital signatures at untrusted

terminals, to review signed documents form a trusted terminal before a certain deadline, and to

revoke unintended signatures. We showed that in case of practical protocols, the user has to rely

on a trusted third party. Therefore, we enhanced our protocol for signature revocation to allow

the user to retain her privacy towards this trusted third party.

The conditional signature is the finalization of the user’s offer towards the recipient. After

the message is protected by a conditional signature, neither side can alter it, but both sides can

withdraw from it. According to the paradigm of Rivest, the conditional signature is not a non-

repudiable proof, but it can be used as plausible evidence (e.g. for proving that the user was

present and she initiated a transaction with her card). However, if the user does not revoke the

signature until a certain deadline, she cannot do anything about the validity of her signature, and

it can be considered as a regular, non-repudiable signature.
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